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A Nilfisk-Advance Brand

about clarke products

®

Since 1916, Clarke quality products have helped
you achieve your daily cleaning goals quickly,
efficiently, and safely. Clarke has been leading
the way in the innovative cleaning equipment
industry with such developments as the first walkbehind scrubber in 1956, the first extractor in 1968,
®

and the latest BOOST Technology in 2005. Today,
Clarke products are manufactured by Nilfisk-Advance,
but the philosophy is still the same: providing quality, durable
and high-performing products from innovative engineering.

We offer a substantial line of green certified equipment under the Clarke brand. We believe that
by “reducing impact on the environment and health and safety” should be a key goal of any
company’s green cleaning strategy. Sustainable practices protect facilities, building occupants, and
the environment. By going green, we create a healthier and happier environment with effective
and efficient cleaning. Clarke products are focused on the future and on bringing green solutions
and innovations for years to come.

LOCAL Sales Managers & LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS
Clarke’s sales force combined with local distributors is one of the best teams in the industry. We train our sales reps
to anticipate your needs, know the competition’s machines, and most importantly, know the Clarke machines. Clarke
channels machines into the market through local distribution and we want to make sure you get the right machine the
first time.

service centers & Support
Located throughout the United States and Canada, there are over 400 service centers to assist you with upkeep and
maintenance on your Clarke equipment. Your sales representative or customer service can help you locate the nearest
center. Our Technical Service representatives can be reached at 1.800.356.7274.

Customer service personnel
When you have a question or want to place an order, we want to make
sure that that you
1 Color
get the answers you need quickly. Even if we are not the right department, we will put you in
contact with the person who can help. Our staff is fully trained to meet your needs. Customer
Service representatives can be reached at 1.800.253.0367.
2 Color

LEASING OPTIONS
CleanLease™ offers you an alternative option to paying up front for your Clarke
products. With some of the most competitive leasing rates in the industry, you may
want to consider this option if you need to spread out payments for a large order or want the opportunity
3 Colorto make some

money with your new machines before you complete paying for them. CleanLease is only available to U.S. companies at
this time. For more information, see page 15.

Black
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dealer sales training
Our dealers and service centers are experts in the cleaning industry. And to keep it that way, we
offer constant training and re-training opportunities so that they can stay on top of the latest
changes in the industry. There are quarterly Clarke Sales Institute (CSI) classes in Springdale,
AR. The CSI class is a detailed 3.5 day course that focuses on hands-on product knowledge of
the Clarke cleaning products.

PRIDE PROGRAM guarantee
Being a leader in the floor care industry for almost a century is hard work. It takes dedication, long hours, commitment, and, most
of all, PRIDE. We take PRIDE in what we do and how we serve you. That’s why we introduced the Pride Program, the standard by
which all other customer service programs are measured. We offer a 60-day satisfaction guarantee with all our
equipment. If you are not completely satisfied with your equipment, we will attempt to resolve the issue or take
back the machine for a full refund.

Quality CONTROL and warranty registration
If you have a quality complaint or concern, we need to know about it so we can address it immediately. Please contact the Quality
Control Department at qc@clarkeus.com. End users can also register their product online and be automatically entered into our
quarterly drawing for a free upright vacuum.

WEBSITE
The new and improved Clarke web site offers several features, including enhanced product page displays, downloadable product
brochures and operator’s manuals, videos, and surplus equipment for sale. Dealers can experience enhanced features with their
login, such as price lookups, order tracking, demo reporting, online ordering,
promotion bulletins, and more.

Log on to:

www.clarkeus.com
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BOOST® Technology

Watch BOOST in action at: www.youtube.com
Search: Clarke BOOST

On

Using BOOST Technology, cleaning
solution is introduced in front of
the rectangular scrubbing pad in
controlled timed pulses. The orbital
pad contains the cleaning solution
and carries it for the full length of
the pad. Compared to traditional
disc scrubbers that output water
One Way Directional Scrubbing of
continuously and sling water away One Way
Directional
Scrubbing
of
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Disc Machines
from the pad, BOOST’s efficient use of Conventional Disc Machines
the cleaning solution results in water
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Look for the BOOST logo on machines
that feature BOOST Technology.

Multi-Directional Scrubbing

Multi-Directional
by BOOST Orbital Scrubbing
Pad Scrubber
by BOOST Orbital Pad Scrubber
Multi-Directional
Multi-DirectionalScrubbing
Scrubbing
by
byBOOST
BOOSTOrbital
OrbitalPad
PadScrubber
Scrubber

Using less solution during cleaning
keeps the operator working productively rather than in the janitor’s closet emptying and refilling the scrubber tanks.
Cleaner floors allow for more effective burnishing. Dirt left behind by traditional disc scrubbers is often burnished into
the finish, resulting in a yellowing of the finish. With more effective cleaning AND burnishing, the time between laborintensive strip-and-recoats can be extended, which means less money spent on floor stripper, finish, and labor. And,
BOOST pads clean right into corners and along walls, reducing labor time in additional cleaning.

What MAKES BOOST® Technology GREEN?

Options Available on Autoscrubbers with BOOST

• Uses 50-70% less water & chemicals than conventional scrubbers

• Clarke Battery Maintenance System (CBMS)

• Strips floors chemical-free, using only water

• Full line of BOOST Pads

• Reduces floor pad consumption/costs by 40%

• Replacement Squeegee Blade Kits

• Lower pad pressure increases battery run times by 25%

• Chemical Mixing System Kit

• Multi-purpose machine - cleans, strips, and wet screens gym floors

• Off-aisle Wand Kit (Focus II Mid Size 32, Focus Rider)

• Cleans multiple surfaces and into corners, reducing the need for additional
equipment or additional cleaning processes

• Hour Meter Kit

• AGM batteries on all autoscrubbers (optional)
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Autoscrubbers®

Vantage 13
The Vantage 13 delivers an even, consistent pressure over
the floor for a deep, uniform clean with safety in mind.
Armed with two sets of squeegees, the Vantage 13
recovers cleaning solution in forward and reverse.

KEY FEATURES:
• Compact and easy to transport
• Two removable tanks for easy filling, dumping
and cleanout
• Fold up design for easy storage and transport
• Dual squeegees for pickup in forward and reverse

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Dual, 6.5 in (16.5 cm) disc brushes at 200 RPM
• 1.8 gallon (6.8 L) solution tank; 2.1 gallon (8 L)
recovery tank
• Sound Levels: 72.5 dB A
• Scrub width: 13 in (33 cm)

Vantage 17
The Vantage 17 is perhaps the most highly maneuverable and compact 17 inch
autoscrubber on the market today with the features that provide the highest
scrubbing performance.

KEY FEATURES:
• Compact and easy to maneuver
• Offset brush and squeegee for close edge cleaning
• Maintenance free gel batteries
• Onboard battery charger

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Battery or Electric Model
• 8 gallon (30 L) solution tank; 7.7 gallon (29 L) recovery tank
• Sound Levels: 67 dB A (Battery); 76 dB A (Electric)
• Scrub width: 17 in (43 cm)

Focus® II Compacts
No other manufacturer comes close to matching Clarke’s combination of
serious cleaning ability and green benefits in autoscrubbers. All of the Focus II
compacts feature important benefits such as low noise levels, improved user
ergonomics, onboard chargers, breakaway squeegees, and more.

KEY FEATURES:
• Available with BOOST Technology, Disc, or
Cylindrical scrub decks
• Superior solution pickup
• Easy operation and low sound levels
• Efficient use of solution

SPECIFICATIONS:
• 12 V battery choices, wet or AGM
• 14.5 gallon solution and recovery tank (55 L)
• Sound Levels: 65.8 dB A
• Scrub width: disc, 21 in (54 cm); cylindrical, 22 in
(57 cm); BOOST, 20 in (52 cm)

For a detailed look at machine specifications, see the product’s brochure on our website at www.clarkeus.com
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Autoscrubbers®
Focus® II Mid Size
Available in disc, cylindrical and BOOST, the Focus II Mid-size models have many advanced
features such as larger tanks, wet or AGM battery choices, optional chemical mixing
systems, onboard chargers, one-touch scrubbing, and easy-to-adjust squeegees.

KEY FEATURES:
• Large tank capacity, longer run times
• Superior solution conservation and pickup
• Onboard battery charger
• Optional, onboard chemical mixing system

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Scrub width: 26 in, 28 in, and 34 in disc; 28 in cylindrical;
28 in and 32 in BOOST. (66, 71, and  86 cm disc, 71 cm
cylindrical, 71 and 81 cm BOOST)
• 23 gallon solution and recovery tank (87 L)

Focus® Large
The Focus Large Walk-Behind autoscrubber offers a large tank capacity and scrub path
along with long run-time options to minimize those big jobs. Standard model features
provide high-speed light or deep scrubbing with up to 220 pounds of head pressure.
The deluxe model features include one touch operator controlled scrubbing, automatic
squeegee lift in reverse, and automatic head pressure regulation.

KEY FEATURES:
• Adjustable brush pressure
• Onboard battery charger
• Trim design for excellent line of sight
• Ergonomic controls

SPECIFICATIONS:
• 36 V battery choices, wet or AGM
• 30 gallon solution and recovery tank (114 L)
• Sound Levels: 67 dB A
• Scrub width: 28 in (71 cm), 33 in (84 cm),
and 38 in (97 cm)

CR28 BOOST® Compact Rider
Clarke’s newest compact rider, the CR28 BOOST Rider, is a small and nimble machine
that cleans areas inaccessible with larger machines resulting in a cleaner facility.

KEY FEATURES:
• Compact with a tight turning radius
• Onboard battery charger
• Equipped with Safe-T-Steering
• Dual function scrubber - cleans and strips floors
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SPECIFICATIONS:
• 24 V battery choices, wet or AGM
• 19.8 gallon solution and recovery tanks (75 L)
• Sound Levels: 61 dB A
• Scrub width: 28 in (71 cm)

www.clarkeus.com

®
Autoscrubbers
Batteries & Accessories

Focus® Riders
Designed with a focus on operator comfort, ease of use and efficiency, the Focus Rider also
addresses the needs of the buyer by providing the highest productivity, employee satisfaction,
and labor savings. Available with your choice of scrub decks - disc, cylindrical, or BOOST.

KEY FEATURES:
• One touch scrubbing controls
• Complete water pickup on turns
• Best traction in double scrubbing and ramp cleaning
• Traverse controlled steering eliminates tipping

SPECIFICATIONS:
• 36 V battery choices, wet or AGM
• 30 gallon solution and recovery tanks (113 L)
• Sound Levels: 70 dB A
• Scrub width: 28 in (71 cm), 32 in (81 cm), and 34 in (86 cm)

Sweepers
BSW 28
Whether you are sweeping carpet or hard floor, the new BSW 28 Sweeper from
Clarke has the performance for both. This great sweeper is designed to be both
rugged and versatile.

KEY FEATURES:
• Side broom for active sweeping into large hopper
• Sweeps up small debris, dirt and dust
• Indoor (carpet & hard floors) or outdoor use
• Quick and easy change out of filter and brooms - no tools

SPECIFICATIONS:
• 28 in (71 cm) sweeping path (with side broom)
• Gel battery power source with onboard charger
• 2.5 to 3 hour battery run time on carpet
• Electrical motor runs side broom - no belts

Clarke will double
the standard Clarke®
Battery Warranty to
Three Years when the
Battery Maintenance
System is installed!
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Fusion 20

Boost 32
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Encore L25HD

Focus 28, 33, 38
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Focus C28 & C33
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Encore 30
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Boost 28

6V, 242 AH, Wet Battery

Encore L26 HD Cylindrical

40136A

Encore L26 Cylindrical

12V, 200 AH Wet Battery

Encore L2426

CR-28 Comp. Boost Rider

871334

Encore S2426

Batteries
12V, 130 AH Wet Battery

Focus II Compact

Part #
40606A

Vantage 17

The Clarke
Battery
Maintenance System
(CBMS) is not a charger,
but rather a performance
device designed to help
lead-acid batteries charge
faster, provide maximum
performance and power,
and maintain run-time
over a longer life.

Focus II Mid Size

Batteries & Accessories
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6V, 310 AH, Wet Battery
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* If replacing a set of wet batteries with AGM batteries, call Clarke Tech Service for correct charger algorithm settings.
Remote Shelf Chargers
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36 Vdc, 25A Charger 120 Vac

40512B

24 Vdc, 25A Charger 120 Vac
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Clarke Battery Maintenance System
53391A

24V Clarke Battery Maintenance System

53390A

36V Clarke Battery Maintenance System
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For a detailed look at BOOST Technology, see the product’s brochure on our website at www.clarkeus.com
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Floor Machines
BOS-18 BOOST®
Designed to scrub and strip floors using orbital technology in small areas, the
BOS-18 is a versatile, orbital floor machine that is very aggressive and easy to use.
Recommended for use with any wet tank vacuum.

KEY FEATURES:
• Use for scrubbing, chemical-free stripping and wood
floor refinishing
• 4 gallon solution tank feeds cleaning solution to the pad
• Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI) keeps operator safe
• Non-marking transport wheels

SPECIFICATIONS:
• 12 x 18 in cleaning pad size
• 4 gallon solution tank (15L)
• 50 ft, 14-3 safety yellow power cord (15 m)
• .25 in orbit diameter at 3600 orbits/minute

CFP™ Series Floor Machines
Whether scrubbing, screening, grinding, or bonnet cleaning, the CFP line of floor machines will fit your
every application need. With all chrome-plated steel brush housing, motor cover and handle tube, the
CFP’s are built to last. The CFP’s offer many quality features at a value price.

KEY FEATURES:
• Carbon brushes indicator light illuminates for replacement
• Transport wheels have a wide stance for easy transporting
• Full wrap around bumper protects flooring
• Safety interlock prevents accidental startups

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Available in 13 in, 17 in, and 20 in sizes (33, 43, and 50 cm)
• 5 in (13 cm) non-marking transport wheels
• Powerful motors in either 1 hp or 1.5 hp with dual capacitors
• 50 ft safety yellow power cord with hospital grade plug (15 m)

FM® Series Floor Maintainer
Quality and durability have allowed the FM Polisher to be called the “Best in the Industry.”
The motor and gearbox are hand-built and backed by an exclusive 7 year warranty.

KEY FEATURES:
• Accessorize with the 4 gallon solution tank
• Exclusive dihedral handle design reduces operator fatigue
• Non-marking vinyl bumper protects walls and furniture
• Smooth operation

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Available in 15 in, 17 in, and 20 in sizes (38, 43, and 58 cm)
• Rugged 1 hp motor
• 50 ft power cord (15 m)
• Dual planetary gear system

MP-18 Marble Polisher
The Clarke MP-1800 Marble Polisher was specifically designed for the rigorous demands of natural stone
polishing and restoration. The MP-1800 is the perfect solution for restoring and maintaining marble, limestone
and travertine floors.

KEY FEATURES:
• Eliminates the need for sealer & finishes
• Produces slip resistant finish
• Easy 3-step process: grind, hone and polish
• Ergonomic handle for ease of use and comfort
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SPECIFICATIONS:
• 18 in (46 cm) pad size
• Triple planetary gearbox
• 1.5 hp powerful motor
• 50 ft safety yellow super flex power cord (15 m)

www.clarkeus.com

Burnishers
Ultra Speed® Series

The Ultra Speed burnisher series is ideal for hospitals, schools and areas requiring dustfree, quiet and fume-free operation, while producing a brilliant high-gloss shine.

KEY FEATURES:
• Indestructible Polydur® mainframe
• Self adjusting pad pressure
• Lightweight and easy to maneuver
• Very quiet for noise sensitive areas - only 66 dB A

SPECIFICATIONS:
• 20 in burnishing pad size
• 1500 RPM on the US 1500 & 1500 DC model; 2000 RPM
on the 2000 DC model
• 3 handle positions - floating handle latches over for
compact storage

Fusion® 20 & 20T
Fusion battery burnishers feature self-adjusting pad pressure and
superior dust control, while being easy to operate and maintain.

KEY FEATURES:
• Self adjusting pad pressure
• Standard onboard battery charger
• Simple operation and low training required
• Quiet operation - only 68 dB A

SPECIFICATIONS:
• 20 in burnishing pad size (51 cm)
• 20T model has power traverse traction
• Superior dust control; disposable dust recovery bags
• Polishing rate: 24,000 sq/ft per hour (2,229 m/hour)

PBU - Propane Burnisher
When you need your burnisher to quickly burnish to a high gloss, turn to Clarke.
Our PBU line has the right size and features you need!

21 in model shown

KEY FEATURES:
• Clean and efficient catalytic muffler
• Superb dust and emissions control
• Flexible pad driver follows contours of uneven floors
• Adjustable, ergonomic handle for ease of use

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Variety of sizes and configurations
• 21 in and 27 in burnishing pad size (53 and 69 cm)
• Available in dust control and non-dust control models
• 20 lb capacity propane tank, with 80% safety fill

Propane Powered Stripper
Featuring the dependable 13 hp Kawasaki® engine, the propane stripper is built to
tackle even the toughest floor stripping applications.

KEY FEATURES:
• Designed for fast high production stripping
• Super clean catalytic converter
• Large non-slip tires for added safety
• Adjustable, ergonomic handle for ease of use
• E.P.A. approved and C.A.R.B. approved

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Battery start
• 21 in stripping pad size (53 cm)
• 13 hp engine maintains speed under heaviest loads
• 20 lb capacity propane tank, with 80% safety fill

For a detailed look at machine specifications, see the product’s brochure on our website at www.clarkeus.com
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Hip Vacuums
Hip Vac™
Confined and cluttered areas are easy to clean with the Hip Vac. The powerful motor
and lightweight design increase productivity by up to 74 percent compared to traditional
vacuums. The revolutionary ergonomic design of the Hip Vac enables cleaning staff to carry
out their tasks with greater comfort. Its light weight enhances operator mobility and makes
it easy to clean confined areas, making it the ideal solution for daily office cleaning.

KEY FEATURES:
• Provides a light weight backpack option
• Above the floor cleaning
• Clean tight spaces around obstacles
• One size fits all padded velcro waist strap
• Five tools for every surface
• Ultra light weight increases comfort

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Ultra light weight 6.4 pounds
• 50 ft safety yellow cord
• 4 ft hose, 2-piece wand, tool kit
• Choice of 3 models
• 3-level filter system with H.E.P.A. option
• CRI - green label approved

Canister Vacuums
Comfort Pak
One of the newest members of Clarke’s soft floor line is the Comfort Pak backpack vacuum. It features
an ergonomic frame that was designed by backpackers for support and stability, lightweight, easy to
maneuver, with an easy, mess-free bag change.

KEY FEATURES:
• Very comfortable - sits high on the back
• Lightweight with lots of capacity
• Unique harness design dramatically reduces operator strain
• Exhaust is directed up and away - keeping operator cool
• Ultra quiet 62 dB A

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Available in a 6 or 10 quart model
(5.7or 9.5 L)
• Standard 5 piece tool kit
• 50 ft safety yellow power cord (15 m)
• 4-stage filtration; H.E.P.A. is optional

UZ 934 & UZ 934-H
The UZ 934 and UZ 934-H dry pick-up canister vacuum cleaners give you power and durability in an
economical, lightweight machine. Perfect for the contract cleaner, the UZ 934 provides reliability you
can count on. Three separate filtration systems – pleated filter, filter bag and exhaust filter – help assure
cleaner Indoor Air Quality. A H.E.P.A. filter is standard on the UZ 934-H model.

KEY FEATURES:
• Easily cleans multi-surfaces
• Above the floor cleaning
• Tight spaces around obstacles
• Can stand vertically on end for stationary use
• Multi-surface tool quickly changed from hard to soft floor
• Large capacity filter systems and tank
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SPECIFICATIONS:
• 1,000 W Motor
• 30 ft safety yellow cord
• 6 ft hose, 2-piece wand, tool kit
• Built-in carrying handle
• 3-level filter system with H.E.P.A. option
• CRI - Green Label Approved
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Upright Vacuums
ReliaVac® Single Motor

The ReliaVac single motor upright vacuums are easy to maneuver, strong on power, and designed
for fast, low cost serviceability. The ReliaVac gives you the power and pickup needed for all
applications. All models feature large rear wheels for easy maneuverability and a clear fan cover for
ease of visibility of any blockage. The brush height can adjust to six settings to work effectively on a
variety of carpets.

KEY FEATURES:
• 4 models to choose from
• 7 amp motor
• CRI green label approved
• 50 ft safety yellow cord
• Low cost maintenance
• Exclusive green fan with lifetime guarantee against breakage

SPECIFICATIONS:
• 12 or 16 in cleaning path
• Durable steel brush roller (12 and 12DC models) or high
performance aluminum brush roller (12HP and 16HP models)
• Replaceable bristle strips and beater bars for versatile cleaning
• Removable clear fan cover allows for identifying and removing clogs
• Headlight illuminates work area (HP models only)
• ReliaVac® 12 DC model has an easy to empty dirt cup

CarpetMaster® 200 Series Dual Motor
The new CarpetMaster vacuums features a powerful motor,
onboard crevice and upholstery tools, quiet operation, H.E.P.A.
filtration, bag indicator light, and a light handle weight! The
motor is also conveniently located at the base of the machine,
which results in a lighter handle weight.

KEY FEATURES:
• Standard H.E.P.A. filtration
• Easy accessible tools and quick-draw wand
• Convenient handle grip on front of vacuum
• Easy maintenance features

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Available in 12 in, 15 in, and 18 in cleaning path
widths (30, 38, and 46 cm)
• Powerful 9-amp, 2 stage motor
• 50 ft safety yellow power cord (15 m)
• Low Sound Level: 69 dB A

CarpetMaster® 30
The CarpetMaster 30’s unique combination of productivity, clean-air filtration and
off-floor cleaning capabilities makes it THE choice for your large area carpet cleaning
needs. The 30 inch cleaning path and complete onboard tool kit make quick work
of even the most daunting vacuuming tasks.

KEY FEATURES:
• 20 ft long reach off-aisle vacuum hose
• Maneuvers well with large 10 in rear wheels and front
swivel casters
• 5 position carpet pile height adjustment
• Quickly vacuums large areas (10,000 sq. feet/hr)

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Dual motor, 1 hp motor
• Powerful 7 or 9-amp continuous duty motor
• 75 ft safety yellow power cord (23 m)
• Enclosed 1 bushel capacity hopper holds large
amounts of debris

For a detailed look at machine specifications, see the product’s brochure on our website at www.clarkeus.com
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Carpet Extractors
BextSpot Carpet Spot Cleaning System
The BextSpot is your complete compact spotting kit. It offers a large 2.5 gallon
recovery tank and 55 PSI solution spray through a 3.5 inch hand tool to make quick
work of carpet and upholstery spot cleaning tasks. When ordered as the deluxe
package, the kit includes an 8 inch floor wand to reduce fatigue, a complete spot
cleaning chemical kit and a convenient transport handle to ease mobility.

KEY FEATURES:
• Rugged transport cart
• Eliminates back breaking spotting tasks
• Compact folding handle design makes for easy storage
and transport
• Easy pouring recovery tank makes cleanup simple

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Available in standard or deluxe model
• Deluxe includes handle, chemicals, wand and hoses
• 2.5 gallon recovery tank provides long cleaning time
(9.5 L)
• Powerful 55 PSI pump aids in deep cleaning spots
Deluxe model shown

BEXT® 100 Portable Hot/Cold Water
BEXT 100 extractors are designed to be easy to use, productive, quiet, and portable
all at a cost-effective price! This line of equipment comes bundled with benefits
and features available in our larger BEXT 150 and 300 series but with a focus on
light, compact and maneuverable equipment, all at a value price!

KEY FEATURES:
• Instant heat, up to 212° at spray tip (100H model)
• Compact and lightweight, easy to transport
• Maintains a high pressure cleaning spray for effective   
soil emulsification and extraction
• Design provides reduced body strain and stress

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Industrial 3-stage vacuum motor
• In-line heat exchanger (100H model)
• 100 psi pump, no priming necessary
• 9 gallon solution and recovery tanks (34 L)

BEXT® 150 & 300 Portable Hot Water
The BEXT extractors complement Clarke’s extraction line by providing portable, heated,
box extraction equipment. BEXT extractors are designed to be easy to use, productive,
quiet, and portable.

KEY FEATURES:
• Instant heat, up to 212° at spray tip
• Increasing solution temperature to 212° at the spray tip
 dramatically improves cleaning results
• Easy to transport - a good alternative to truck mounts
• Easily accessible chemical tray

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Industrial 2-stage vacuum motor
• In-line heat exchanger
• High 300/75 PSI, or fixed 150 PSI
• Large 13 gallon capacity tanks (49 L)

Make it a dual purpose machine!
Use your hot water extractor on tile
and grouted floors by ordering the
CHAT tool for tile and grout.
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Extractors & Air Mover
Clean Track® 12
The small footprint and straight-forward controls make the Clean Track 12 easy
to operate, maneuver, and transport. The 12 inch cleaning path allows extraction
in tight spaces such as elevators. The laminar-flow shoe and controlled water
usage assist with faster dry times so normal traffic can resume without
extended interruption.

KEY FEATURES:
• Compact, yet professional grade
• Ergonomically designed control handle
• Laminar flow vacuum shoe recovers
moisture effectively
• Easy to fill and clean

SPECIFICATIONS:
• 5 gallon solution & 4 gallon recovery tank
(15 & 19 L)
• 1.2 hp, 2-stage vac motor
• 25 ft safety yellow power cord (7.6 m)
• Total weight: 68 lb (31 kg)

Clean Track® 16 & 18
The Clean Track 16 & 18 series dramatically doubles productivity, improves cleaning
performance, and features excellent ergonomic safety in carpet extraction. The series
features a large capacity, patented ergonomic design, low sound levels, and a hard
floor tool option, allowing you to scrub hard surface floors.

KEY FEATURES:
• On-pass cleaning with Wash&Rinse® feature
• Cleans carpets faster
• ErgoEX® belt reduces stress on elbow, shoulder and
back - dramatically increasing productivity
• Easy and convenient operator controls

SPECIFICATIONS:
• 3-stage, 1.5 hp tangential bypass vacuum motor
• Available in 16 in, 18 in, and
18 in Wash&Rinse® models
• Very quiet 67 dB A sound level
• Larger tanks - up to 13 gallons of solution (49 L)

DirectAir™ Electric Drying System
The DirectAir Ventilation/Drying System is ideal for drying carpets, hard floors,
upholstery or wherever fast dry times are required. DirectAir also works well in areas
requiring added ventilation or for blowing up advertising balloons or inflatable
playgrounds. The blower has three positions (0º, 45º, 90º), allowing you to control the
direction of airflow where it’s needed most.

KEY FEATURES:
• Unlimited applications
• Powerful 3-speed motor produces desired air flow
• Easily transported to remote work sites
• Stacks easily for easy storage

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Air flow: 3000/2000/1300 CFM
• 35 ft power cable (10.6 m)
• Thermally protected motor
• Total weight: 30 lb (13.6 kg)

For a detailed look at machine specifications, see the product’s brochure on our website at www.clarkeus.com
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Tank Vacuums
Summit® Wet/Dry
Convenience, durability, performance, power, and easy operation and
storage make the Summit Wet/Dry Vacuum a clear choice.
Choose from 3 tank sizes - 9, 13, and 20 gallons. Summit 9 is available
with a certified H.E.P.A. filter for wet and dry operation! Summit 13 & 20
SQ come equipped with a 30 inch front mount squeegee. When it’s high
performance and extra power that’s needed, the Summit 20 D (Dual Motor)
offers power to spare.

KEY FEATURES:
• Full accessory tool kit and on board storage
• Adjustable handle for easy storage and use
• H.E.P.A. filter on Summit 9 for wet or dry applications
• Easy tip and pour action on Summit 13 & 20

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Available in 3 sizes - 9, 13, and 20 gallons (34, 49, and 76 L)
• 50 ft power safety yellow cord (15 m)
• Air flow: 84 CFM (200 CFM on 20D model)
• Powerful 2-stage vacuum motor
STV Line
Clarke’s stainless steel wet/dry vacuums come complete with tool kits
usually found only with more expensive models. The large casters and
stable base help the operator maneuver the vacuum without tipping.
You can rely on the STV line for durability and dependability.

KEY FEATURES:
• Built-in cable wrap for easy storage
• Built-in handle for easy transport
• Clamps lock downward to prevent spills if vacuums
accidentally overturns
• Equipped with standard tool kits

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Available in 3 sizes - 10, 15, and 20 gallons
(38, 57, and 76 L)
• 20D model features (2) 1 hp motors
• Water lift: 87 in (71 in on 20D model)
• 28 ft power cord (5.48 m)

All-Purpose Cleaner
TFC 400
The TFC 400 is a powerful and versatile all-purpose cleaner. Charged with 400 psi
of power-spraying punch, the TFC 400 cleaner gives you the ability to blast away
grit and grime without actually having contact with the dirt. With the 20 gallon
solution tank and 13 gallon recovery tank, the TFC 400 cleaner gives you the
ability to tackle the really big cleaning jobs quickly and thoroughly.

KEY FEATURES:
• Touch-free, all-purpose cleaner
• Small footprint for easy storage
• Compact, maneuverable
• Optional front mount squeegee
• Simple storage for recovery and solution hose
• Removable pallet contains all electrical
components
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SPECIFICATIONS:
• Solution tank capacity 20 gal
• Recovery tank capacity 13 gal
• Application flow 400 psi (1 gpm)
• 2 Stage 900 W vacuum motor
• Vacuum exhaust blower motor
• Water lift: 81 in
• 25 ft (GFI) power cord

For a detailed look at machine specifications, see the product’s brochure on our website at www.clarkeus.com

www.clarkeus.com

Specialty Product
Dust Magnet™
The Dust Magnet dry dust mopping system is the simple and modern way
to clean a floor. The standard Dust Magnet floor tool and shaft has single
or multiple sheets that easily attach to the single frame. The telescopic
handle extends to 79 inches (201 cm) making it ideal for all hard to reach
and overhead areas. The entire set up weighs less than 2 lb (0.91 kg)!
Dust Magnet sheets holds1more
Colordirt and cleans more surface area than any
other disposable, dry dust mopping system.

Leasing Information
2 Color

The CleanLease™ Program is only available in the US.

Introducing the3 Color
new CleanLease Finance Program for Commercial Floor Care Equipment. The only thing
more difficult than building a successful business is maintaining it. That’s why we’ve developed our leasing
and financing plans to both minimize your risks, and help enhance your long-term growth. You can count on
us every step of the way to help make state-of-the-art commercial equipment affordable for you.
Clarke, a Nilfisk-Advance brand, now offers equipment leasing programs that are unmatched in the industry
for helping you to acquire top of the line equipment. And, we make it easy for you with a simple application
process, fast turnaround time, plus a dedicated finance team to advise you. First, qualify your equipment
needs using theBlack
information below.
For a look at our unique leasing option and application form, please visit the links below or contact the
finance team directly for more information at Phone 877.859.2976 or Fax 877.514.1015.
For commercial cleaning indoor applications such as:
• Retail Stores
• Churches
• Office Buildings
• Commissaries
• Hospitals
• Automobile Dealers
• Shopping Centers
• Airports
• Schools
• All Building Service Contractor facilities
and applications
• Grocery Stores
Call 877.859.2976 to speak with a CleanLease finance specialist about your options or to request
an application.
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As more and more facility managers realize the benefits of environmentallyfriendly and health-conscious cleaning, “green cleaning” is becoming a growing
movement in the cleaning industry.
As a leading manufacturer of “green” floor-cleaning equipment, Clarke is
committed to offering products that meet or exceed industry and government
standards for green cleaning. Clarke’s knowledge of equipment and the industry
can help you interpret green cleaning standards and assist with:
•

Increasing productivity and reducing the cost of labor

•

Reducing impact on the environment

•

Improving indoor air quality

•

Helping people live and work safely
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